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ABSTRACT
We report on the X-ray dust-scattering features observed around the afterglow of the gamma-
ray burst GRB 160623A. With an XMM–Newton observation carried out ∼2 d after the burst,
we found evidence of at least six rings, with angular size expanding between ∼2 and 9 arcmin,
as expected for X-ray scattering of the prompt gamma-ray burst (GRB) emission by dust
clouds in our Galaxy. From the expansion rate of the rings, we measured the distances of the
dust layers with extraordinary precision: 528.1 ± 1.2, 679.2 ± 1.9, 789.0 ± 2.8, 952 ± 5,
1539 ± 20 and 5079 ± 64 pc. A spectral analysis of the ring spectra, based on an appropriate
dust-scattering model (BARE-GR-B) and the estimated burst fluence, allowed us to derive the
column density of the individual dust layers, which are in the range 7 × 1020–1.5 × 1022 cm−2.
The farthest dust layer (i.e. the one responsible for the smallest ring) is also the one with the
lowest column density and it is possibly very extended, indicating a diffuse dust region. The
properties derived for the six dust layers (distance, thickness and optical depth) are generally
in good agreement with independent information on the reddening along this line of sight and
on the distribution of molecular and atomic gas.

Key words: scattering – gamma-ray burst: individual: GRB 160623A – dust, extinction –
galaxies: haloes – X-rays: bursts – X-rays: ISM.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Since the advent of X-ray observatories with good imaging capa-
bilities and high throughput, such as XMM–Newton, Chandra and
Swift, an increasing number of dust-scattering haloes around bright
X-ray sources has been studied in detail. The physical process re-
sponsible for the haloes is the small-angle scattering of soft X-ray
photons on dust grains in the interstellar medium. Scattered photons
form a diffuse halo around the central bright source in the revealed
images and, due to their longer path length (which increases with the
scattering angle and depends on the distances of the scattering dust
from the X-ray source and the observer), are detected with a time
delay with respect to the unscattered photons. Therefore, changes
in the intensity and radial profile of the halo can be seen in the case

� E-mail: pintore@iasf-milano.inaf.it

of variable sources. A particularly simple case is provided by im-
pulsive sources which are very bright only for a short time interval,
such as gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), bursts from magnetars and type
I X-ray bursts from accreting neutron stars. The halo characteristics
are also affected by the distribution of the dust along the line of
sight. For narrow dust clouds, the haloes produced by impulsive
sources appear as rings.

Haloes and expanding rings have been detected around Galac-
tic binary systems (e.g. Heinz et al. 2015, 2016; Vasilopoulos &
Petropoulou 2016), magnetars (e.g. Tiengo et al. 2010; Svirski,
Nakar & Ofek 2011; Pintore et al. 2017) and GRBs (e.g. Vaughan
et al. 2004; Tiengo & Mereghetti 2006; Vianello, Tiengo &
Mereghetti 2007). The study of the energy- and time-dependence of
scattering haloes can provide important information on the chem-
ical composition, grain size and spatial distribution of the dust,
as well as on the distance of the X-ray sources (e.g. Trümper
& Schönfelder 1973; Mathis & Lee 1991; Miralda-Escudé 1999;
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Predehl et al. 2000; Draine 2003; Costantini, Freyberg &
Predehl 2005).

In the case of X-ray photons of a burst source at distance d
scattering on a narrow layer of dust at distance ddust, the ring angular
radius θ (t) can be expressed as

θ (t) =
[

2c

d

(1 − x)

x
(t − T0)

]0.5

, (1)

where x = ddust/d, c is the speed of light and T0 is the time of the
burst. When d � ddust, as for GRBs scattering on dust clouds in our
Galaxy, the above expression simplifies to

θ (t) =
[

2c(t − T0)

ddust

]0.5

= K(t − T0)0.5, (2)

where the degeneracy between the source and the dust-layer dis-
tances is removed. Therefore, by measuring the rate of the angu-
lar expansion of the ring, one can obtain a very accurate, model-
independent, measure of the dust-layer distance. The scattering
rings may also have an intrinsic width �θ , which depends on
the thickness of the dust layer and on the duration of the impulse
emission. The observed width is also affected by the finite angular
resolution of the instrument and by the ring expansion during the
integration time needed to detect it.

In this work, we study the bright dust-scattering rings produced
by GRB 160623A. This GRB, discovered by the Fermi/GBM instru-
ment and detected also above 1 GeV with the Fermi/LAT (Vianello
et al. 2016), was located at Galactic coordinates l = 84.◦2, b = –2.◦7
which is a direction crossing a long path of our Galaxy, where dust
clouds are expected. GRB 160623A was also detected by Konus–
Wind, with a start time at T0 = 04:59:37.594 UT. The 50 keV–15
MeV spectrum of the burst, averaged from T0 to T0 + 38.912 s,
was well fitted by a Band function with α = −1.05 ± 0.03, β =
−2.67 ± 0.1, and peak energy Ep = 562 ± 23 keV; the fluence
in the 20 keV–10 MeV range was (6.6 ± 0.1) × 10−4 erg cm−2

(Frederiks et al. 2016). The Swift/XRT observations of GRB
160623A started ∼40 ks after T0, and showed an X-ray afterglow
surrounded by a dust-scattering ring with the radius of ∼3.5 arcmin
(Tiengo et al. 2016). A quick look analysis of the XRT data indi-
cated that the ring was produced by at least one Galactic dust cloud
at a distance of ∼800 pc.

The optical afterglow of GRB 160623A was observed by the
Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT) and the Gran Telescopio Canarias
(GTC) (Castro-Tirado et al. 2016; Malesani et al. 2016). H α, S II

and N II emission lines were detected at a redshift of z = 0.367,
corresponding to a distance of ∼1530 Mpc.

After finding the evidence of dust scattering rings in the
Swift/XRT data, we triggered an XMM–Newton target of oppor-
tunity observation to study the rings in more detail and characterize
the properties of the dust clouds in this direction.

2 DATA R E D U C T I O N

The XMM–Newton observation of GRB 160623A started at 21:04
UT of 2016 June 24, ∼2 d after the burst, and lasted for about 16 h.
We used the data obtained with the pn (Strüder et al. 2001) and
the two MOS cameras (Turner et al. 2001) of the EPIC instrument.
They were operated in the full-frame mode, providing 0.2–12 keV
images over a field of view of ∼27 arcmin × 27 arcmin, and with a
thin optical blocking filter. We reduced the data with the SAS v15.0.0
software, selecting single- and double-pixel events (PATTERN ≤ 4) for

Figure 1. EPIC-pn image (colour bar in counts pixel−1) in the 1–2 keV en-
ergy band: dust-scattering rings extending up to 9 arcmin are visible around
the GRB afterglow. North is up, and east to the left. The Galactic Centre is
towards the west side of the image.

the pn and single- and multiple-pixel events for the MOS (PATTERN ≤
12). After removing ∼1.5 ks of data affected by high particle-
background events in the initial part of the observation, we obtained
net exposure times of ∼50 ks in the pn and ∼55 ks in the MOS.

The image obtained with the pn camera in the 1–2 keV energy
range is shown in Fig. 1, where a bright afterglow at the GRB
position and the prominent dust scattering rings can be clearly seen.
To derive the properties of the scattering rings, we removed from
the event files all the brightest point-like sources in the field of view
and we removed the out-of-time events1 in the EPIC-pn data.2

The spectra and light curves of the afterglow were extracted from
a circular region with radius of 35 arcsec centred at the GRB position
(R.A. = 315.◦298 59, Dec. = 42.◦221 236) while the background was
extracted from a circular region of radius 60 arcsec on the same CCD
and not containing sources and scattered emission.

The spectral fits were carried out with the XSPEC v12.8.2 software
package (Arnaud 1996), adopting the TBABS model for the interstel-
lar absorption with solar abundances of Wilms, Allen & McCray
(2000). In the following, all the errors in the spectral parameters
are given at the 90 per cent confidence level for a single interesting
parameter.

3 DATA A NA LY SI S AND RESULTS

3.1 Afterglow

The light curve of the X-ray afterglow of GRB 160623A is plotted
in Fig. 2, where a smooth count rate decrease of about a factor of
2 between the start and the end of the observation can be seen.

1 When XMM–Newton/EPIC is operated in the IMAGING mode, out-of-
time events are generated when a photon hits the CCD during the read-out
process. This results in the knowledge of the event x position but not of its
y position because of the readout and shifting of the charges. This effect is
much stronger in the pn than in the MOS cameras.
2 As described in the XMM–Newton thread https://www.cosmos.esa.int
/web/xmm-newton/sas-thread-epic-oot in the case of the Full-Frame mode.
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Figure 2. EPIC-pn background-subtracted light curve of the GRB after-
glow in the energy range 0.3–10 keV sampled with a bin size of 1 ks. The
decay is modelled by a power-law function (red solid line) with an index of
−2.11 ± 0.07 (χ2/dof = 1.2).

Figure 3. Contour plot, at 1σ (black), 2σ (red) and 3σ (green) uncertainties,
of the Galactic nH and nHz . The plot shows a significant degeneracy for the
two parameters. The blue dashed, the fuchsia dot–dashed and the orange
double-dot–dashed lines represent the Galactic column density expected
along the line of sight (6.2 × 1021 cm−2 for Dickey & Lockman 1990,
5.7 × 1021 cm−2 for Kalberla et al. 2005 and 7.2 × 1021 cm−2 for Willingale
et al. 2013).

The decay can be described by a power law F(t) ∝ tα with α =
−2.11 ± 0.07.

The time-averaged spectrum of the afterglow is well described
(χ2/dof = 971.05/1036) by a power law with photon index
1.77 ± 0.03, modified by a Galactic plus a host galaxy (z = 0.367)
absorption. The best-fitting value of the Galactic absorption is
nH = (1.44+0.04

−0.15) × 1022 cm−2, while that of the host galaxy, nHz , is
poorly constrained and with a best-fitting value significantly lower
than 1021 cm−2, as can be seen in Fig. 3. The absorbed (unab-
sorbed) 0.3–10 keV flux is (3.44 ± 0.05) × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1

((5.9 ± 0.1) × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1). The spectral shape and the
column density are consistent with those found with Swift/XRT
(Mingo et al. 2016). We note that the best-fitting Galactic column
density is more than a factor of 2 larger than the total column den-
sity expected along this line of sight (6.2 × 1021 cm−2 for Dickey

& Lockman 1990; 5.7 × 1021 cm−2 for LAB, Kalberla et al. 2005;
7.2 × 1021 cm−2 for Willingale et al. 2013).

To investigate this discrepancy better, we analysed an extended
source detected by EPIC in the same observation, at coordinates
RA =21h01m51s, Dec =+42◦03′24′′, at an angular distance of
∼12.3 arcmin from GRB 160623A. The spectral shape and ex-
tended nature suggest that this source is a cluster of galaxies. We
fitted its spectrum with an absorbed collisionally ionized diffuse gas
model (APEC in XSPEC) and found a temperature of kT= 4.5+2.5

−1.2 keV
and a column density of (7 ± 2) × 1021 cm−2, fully consistent with
the nH expected from Willingale et al. (2013). With the assumption
that the column density in the directions of GRB 160623A and of
this source is the same, we fitted the afterglow spectrum with nH

fixed to 7.2 × 1021 cm−2. A good fit (χ2/dof = 985.33/1037) was
obtained with nHz = (1.60 ± 0.08) × 1022 cm−2 and a 0.3–10 keV
absorbed (unabsorbed) flux of (2.7 ± 0.4) × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1

((4.0 ± 0.5) × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1).

3.2 Dust rings

To illustrate the angular expansion of the rings, we created four
EPIC-pn images in the 1–2 keV energy band, corresponding to con-
secutive time intervals of ∼14 ks each (Fig. 4). They clearly show
the presence of at least three expanding rings, with average radii
of ∼3.2, ∼5.2 and ∼7.3 arcmin. The outer ring is broader than the
others and shows the most prominent expansion. Describing the an-
gular expansion as θ = K(t − T0)1/2, with θ in arcmin and (t − T0)
in days (T0 is the GRB time and t is the mean time of the XMM–
Newton observation), we estimated K ∼ 2.3, 3.7, and 5.2 arcmin
d−0.5 for the three rings. Using equation (2), these expansion co-
efficients correspond to dust distances of ∼4, ∼1.5 and ∼0.7 kpc,
respectively. Therefore, the outermost ring is compatible with being
the one detected by Swift/XRT at earlier times and for which Tiengo
et al. (2016) estimated d ∼ 0.8 kpc.

To increase the sensitivity for the detection of faint expanding
rings not easily seen in the time integrated images of Fig. 4, we used
the method based on so called dynamical images first introduced
by Tiengo & Mereghetti (2006). A dynamical image is created by
converting the detector position (xi and yi) and time of arrival (Ti)
of each event into a new set of coordinates given by

ti = Ti − T0

θ2
i = (xi − XGRB)2 + (yi − YGRB)2

where T0, XGRB and YGRB are the GRB start time and spatial coordi-
nates (the latter are derived from the afterglow position in this ob-
servation). In an image based on these coordinates, a (non-variable)
source appears as a horizontal line at constant θ2, while an ex-
panding ring centred at Xgrb, Ygrb appears as an inclined line with an
angular coefficient proportional to the distance of the dust-scattering
layer.

We first performed this analysis separately on the data of the three
EPIC cameras and did not find any significant difference. We then
stacked the pn and MOS events to increase the signal-to-noise ratio
and hereafter, unless explicitly stated, we shall always refer to the
combination of the EPIC data. In Fig. 5, we show the dynamical
image in the 1–2 keV energy range, where at least six inclined lines
associated with the dust-scattering rings are visible. We note that
with this method we can identify more rings than in a simple study
of the radial profile of the EPIC sky image.
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Figure 4. EPIC-pn images in the 1–2 keV energy band, integrated for consecutive intervals of 14 ks starting from the beginning of the observation. The cyan
dashed circle (radius of 6.4 arcmin) is a reference to show better the outer rings expansion. Time increases from left to right.

Figure 5. Dynamical image (colour bar in counts pixel−1) of the EPIC-
(pn+MOS) data in the 1–2 keV energy range. The numbers on the right axis
label the different rings.

Following Tiengo & Mereghetti (2006) and, for each event, we
can define a pseudo-distance Di as

Di = 2cti/θ
2
i = 827ti[s]/θ2

i [arcsec] pc.

We called it pseudo-distance as it assigns a distance to both back-
ground and source/expanding ring events. Clearly, for background
events, this value is not a real distance. On the other hand, events
coming from an expanding ring cluster around a specific value of D
which corresponds to the ‘true’ dust-layer distance. Hence, to derive
quantitatively the properties of the rings, we created a histogram of
the pseudo-distances (Fig. 6-left), corrected for the exposure time.
In this histogram, the background counts form a smoothly decaying
continuum while the rings appear as individual peaks. A uniform
background should be described by a power law with index –2. On

the other hand, the background component due to the diffuse X-ray
emission is subject to telescope vignetting effects, which produce a
significant deviation from the expected power law. Indeed, we found
that the continuum shape can be described with the sum of two
power laws with indexes of −1.91 ± 0.08 and −2.87 ± 0.20. The
peaks due to the rings are instead well described by Lorentzian func-
tions. By fitting the pseudo-distance histograms with these models,
we can estimate the statistical significance of the rings seen in the
dynamical images: we found that the addition of each of the six
Lorentzian models significantly improves the reduced χ2, with an
F-test probability that the improvement is not obtained by chance
�5σ (for three additional degree of freedom). The histogram in the
1–2 keV energy range and the best fit with two power laws and six
Lorentzians are shown in Fig. 6(left), while in Fig. 6(right) we show
the residuals (in units of σ ) of the fit with only the continuum. The
best-fitting centroids of the Lorentzians give accurate measurements
of the distances of the dust layers, which range from 528.1 ± 1.2 to
5079 ± 64 pc (see Table 1 for all the values).

We estimated, through simulations using the EPIC point spread
function3 (PSF), that the best-fitting FWHMs of the two innermost
rings are slightly larger than the expected instrumental broadening
(although consistent within 2σ uncertainty) while those of the other
rings are instead significantly larger. The corresponding thicknesses
of the dust layers are given in Table 1.

Finally, we also note in Fig. 6 the presence of two other, weaker
peaks at ∼2.5 and ∼3 kpc. We excluded them from the analysis
because their properties could be only poorly constrained.

3.3 Spectral analysis of the rings

A standard extraction of the spectra of the rings (i.e. selecting the
counts from annular regions in the EPIC images) presents some crit-
ical issues. In fact, due to their expansion during the observation, the
rings spatially overlap. The selection of fixed annular regions would
yield spectra with mutual contamination of the adjacent rings. In
addition, it would be difficult to select background regions because
most of the field of view is covered by the rings. The best approach
to overcome these problems is to extract directly the background-
subtracted spectra by integrating the Lorentzian functions fitted to
the histograms of the pseudo-distances for different energy bins.

3 We used the analytical model of Ghizzardi (2002, XMM-SOC-CAL-TN-
0029), which accurately describes the spatial and energy dependence of the
EPIC-PSF, but not its azimuthal structure (see Read et al. 2011).
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The spectacular case of GRB 160623A 1469

Figure 6. Left-hand panel: histogram pseudo-distances of the EPIC-pn+MOS instruments (black points) in the 1.0–2.0 keV energy band, fitted with two power
laws plus six Lorentzian functions (red solid line). We grouped the data in order to have at least 500 counts in each bin. The numbers, from 1 to 6, represent
the label of the ring. Right-hand panel: residuals (in units of σ ) of the best fit with two power laws with index −1.91 ± 0.08 and −2.87 ± 0.20. In both plots,
six strong features are clearly visible at distances of ∼530, 680, 790, 950, 1540 and 5080 pc.

Table 1. Column density of the interstellar medium and of the dust layers,
and their corresponding unabsorbed fluxes in the 0.3–10 keV energy range,
as estimated by the fits of the ring spectra. Errors at 90 per cent confidence
level.

nHdust
Flux Distance Width

(1021 cm−2) (erg cm−2 s−1) (pc) (pc)

Ring 1 6.9+0.7
−0.6 1.1 × 10− 12 528.1 ± 1.2 23.4 ± 3.3

Ring 2 4.5+0.5
−0.4 0.66 × 10− 12 679.2 ± 1.9 32.3 ± 5.7

Ring 3 14.6+1.2
−1.1 2.1 × 10− 12 789.0 ± 2.8 75 ± 10

Ring 4 5.0+0.4
−0.4 0.66 × 10− 12 952 ± 5 116 ± 15

Ring 5 11.4+2.1
−2.1 1.2 × 10− 12 1539 ± 20 106 ± 60

Ring 6 0.7+0.1
−0.1 0.045 × 10− 12 5079 ± 64 1000 ± 400

The rings are spectrally soft and detected with the highest signif-
icance in the 0.5–2.5 keV range. We divided this range in different
bins and for each one we created the histogram of the pseudo-
distances. We fixed the slopes of the continuum power laws, as
well as the centroids and widths of the Lorentzians, to their values
obtained in the total 0.5–2.5 keV histogram; we then fitted only the
normalizations of the power laws and of the Lorentzians in each
energy bin. By integrating the best-fitting Lorentzian functions, we
obtained the background-subtracted ring spectra shown in Fig. 7.
They clearly show that rings from 1 to 5 have similar fluxes (rings
3 and 5 are the brightest), while ring 6 is significantly fainter but its
spectrum is the hardest one.

The intensity of each ring as a function of time and energy de-
pends on the spectrum and fluence of the burst and on the optical
depth of the corresponding dust layer. To derive the latter quantity
from a fit of the ring spectra, we followed the procedure outlined
in Shao & Dai (2007). We adopted the grain composition and size
distribution of the BARE-GR-B model4 presented in Zubko et al.
(2004), which was found to describe quite well the properties of dust
layers in the Galaxy (see e.g. Tiengo et al. 2010; Jin et al. 2017;

4 This model includes polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), silicate
grains and bare graphite grains with the abundances of B-type stars. See
fig. 14 of Zubko, Dwek & Arendt (2004) for a comparison with the dust-
distribution from Mathis, Rumpl & Nordsieck (1977).

Figure 7. Spectra of the dust-scattering rings (top-panel) fitted with a
TBABS*CONSTANT*DUST-MODEL model and the corresponding residuals (bot-
tom panel). The black, red, green, blue, cyan and purple points represent
data from ring 1, ring 2, ring 3, ring 4, ring 5 and ring 6, respectively.
Because of a strong background contamination, some spectral points were
removed around the energy of the instrumental Al feature (∼1.5 keV) for
rings 4 and 5.

Pintore et al. 2017). To compute the expected spectrum of each
ring at the time of the XMM–Newton observation, we used the
Rayleigh–Gans approximation for the scattering cross-section, the
dust distances derived above and the burst fluence obtained by ex-
trapolating the Konus–Wind spectrum (1.2 × 10−5 erg cm−2 in the
0.3–10 keV range). The resulting model, which we implemented as
a TABLE MODEL in XSPEC, has as free parameter only the normalization,
which gives the dust column density nHdust of the scattering layer.
For each spectrum, we created response matrices and ancillary files
(for extended sources) for an annular region with inner and outer
radii defined by the region swept by the ring centroids from the start
to the stop time of the observation. The arf files were created by
taking into account the exposure map also in the selected annular
regions. In the range 1.3–1.6 keV, the background continuum was
significantly affected by the instrumental Al feature (at 1.49 keV)
and such a contamination was part icularly prominent for rings 4
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and 5. Due to the resulting poor characterization of the continuum,
we excluded this energy bin from the spectra of rings 4 and 5.

We fitted simultaneously the ring spectra including Galac-
tic absorption with nH linked to a common value (TBABS×DUST

in XSPEC). We found a good fit (χ2/dof = 67.46/54) with
nH = (1.04 ± 0.06) × 1022 cm−2 and the dust-column density
values for the dust layers shown in Table 1. They are in the range
∼0.07–1.5 × 1022 cm−2 and give a total dust column density of
∼4.3 × 1022 cm−2. This is larger than the value of the Galactic
column density expected along the line of sight (7.2 × 1021 cm−2;
Willingale et al. 2013) and the value (1.44 × 1022 cm−2) derived
from our fit to the afterglow spectrum with Galactic and host ab-
sorption as free parameters. Such a discrepancy may be explained
considering that values of the dust grain-to-hydrogen atom ratio
larger than 1 have been observed also in other Galactic clouds (see
e.g. Vuong et al. 2003; Hasenberger et al. 2016; Pintore et al. 2017).
The difference is likely due to the fact that the gas-to-dust ratio is
not homogenous in the Galaxy, while the normalization of the dust
model we adopted here is based on an average value of this ratio. Al-
ternatively, one is forced to conclude that the soft X-ray burst fluence
we derived by extrapolating the Konus–Wind spectrum is actually
underestimated by at least a factor of ∼6(3) to be in accordance
with the column density of 7.2 × 1021 cm−2 (1.44 × 1022 cm−2).

Finally we note that the adopted Rayleigh–Gans approximation,
used to calculate the scattering cross-section, assumes that photon
wavelengths are much larger than the grain size, the shape of the
grain is spherical, the photon absorption is negligible and the scat-
tering angle is small (e.g. Smith & Dwek 1998). For the expected
sizes of the interstellar dust grains, such assumptions are generally
valid for X-ray photons ≥1 keV. For this reason, we also checked
the goodness of such approximation in our analysis and we fitted the
spectra for energies >1 keV, finding that the dust-column densities
are fully consistent with those inferred in the broader energy range.
This implies that, although the Rayleigh–Gans approximation may
not be fully satisfied, it does not significantly affect our results.

4 D ISCUSSION

The good imaging capabilities and high sensitivity of the XMM–
Newton/EPIC detectors, and the use of an ad hoc analysis technique
based on ‘dynamical-images’, allowed us to find evidence of at least
six expanding rings around the position of GRB 160623A.

The expansion rate of the rings allowed us to derive a dynamical
measure of the dust-layer distances (see Table 1). Remarkably, the
distances of the dust layers are constrained with a precision of
less than 1 per cent just basing the analysis on simple geometrical
considerations, which makes this the best characterization by far
of the Galactic clouds along this line of sight. The Swift/XRT data,
taken 40 ks after the GRB revealed a halo produced by dust at a
distance of ∼800 pc (Tiengo et al. 2016), which we can associate
with ring 3, i.e. the one with the highest column density.

Knowing the dust distances, with the assumed GRB X-ray fluence
and the derived column densities, we can compute the light curves
of the six rings and compare them with that of the burst afterglow.
This is shown in Fig. 8, where we plot the light curves of the single
rings and of their sum for the time interval from 1000 s to 106 s
after the GRB. The afterglow light curve in the 0.3–10 keV range,
based on the XMM–Newton and Swift/XRT data5, is well described

5 Obtained by the online tool described in Evans et al. (2009). See
http://www.swift.ac.uk/user_objects/

Figure 8. Unabsorbed 0.3–10 keV flux of the XMM–Newton/EPIC-pn
(cyan filled triangles) and Swift/XRT observations (green filled reversed
triangles) of the GRB 160623A afterglow. The black dashed line shows
the flux extrapolated from the best-fitting power law of the XMM–Newton
EPIC-pn data. The solid lines represent instead the dust-model light curves.
The total contribution of the dust-scattering flux decays less quickly than
the afterglow and dominates the emission starting ∼100 ks after the GRB.

by a power-law decay. Initially, the afterglow is much brighter than
the rings, but after ∼100 ks the total emission of the rings becomes
dominant. This clearly indicates that the dust-scattered radiation
can be significantly detected even when the GRB afterglow has
faded at lower fluxes. However, we note that we computed these
light curves assuming a homogeneous distribution of the dust in
the plane perpendicular to the line of sight. If the dust clouds were
not homogenous, the light curves would differ from those shown in
Fig. 8. It is also interesting to note that, for small redshifts (z < 1),
the same light curve would have been obtained if the dust clouds,
with these relative distances and column densities, were located
in the host galaxy. However, in such a case it would have been
impossible to resolve spatially the rings and the whole emission
would have been attributed to the afterglow. Indeed, it has been
proposed that dust-scattering effects in the GRB host galaxies can,
in some cases, be responsible for features seen in the light curves
of the afterglows (e.g. Shao & Dai 2007). In fact, there exists a sub-
class of GRBs, characterized by plateaus in the early phases after
the GRB pulse, a softening of their X-ray flux on longer time-scales
and long-lasting emission, where dust-scattering processes has been
shown to be important (e.g. Evans et al. 2014; Zhao & Shao 2014;
Wang et al. 2016).

To compare the properties we derived for the dust in the direction
of GRB 160623A with the Galactic distribution of molecular clouds,
we used the H I and H2 surveys of Dame, Hartmann & Thaddeus
(2001) and Kalberla et al. (2005) (Fig. 9). The H2 profiles show
that most of the material is located within less than 3 kpc, with
a peak at ∼2 kpc. On the other hand, the H I profile presents a
significant peak at ∼0.5–1 kpc and also indicates the existence of
other material in the range 2–6 kpc. The recent paper of Rice et al.
(2016) investigated all the molecular clouds with masses >104 M
,
but none were found along the GRB 160623A direction.

The first peak in the H I profile can be associated with the four
closest clouds identified in our work, which contain most of the dust
along the line of sight. The H I profile also shows an extended region
with lower density from about 2 to 6 kpc, which can be tentatively
associated with the dust layer at ∼5.1 kpc (ring 6). This layer is also
the one with the lowest column density (∼7 × 1020 cm−2) and the
corresponding ring has the hardest spectrum. It therefore contains
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Figure 9. Galactic density profiles in unity of 104 atoms cm−3 of the H I and
H2 clouds towards the direction of the GRB. In each step of the histogram,
the uncertainties on the densities are 20 per cent and 40 per cent for H2 and
H I. The dashed lines indicate the position of the dust layers found in this
work.

a small amount of dust grains and we could find evidence of it
only because its radial expansion was still small during the XMM–
Newton observation (which, in turns, implies a large cross-section).
In particular, the broad peak in the pseudo-distance distribution
indicates that this dust layer may be significantly extended. We can
locate this dust inside the Perseus spiral arm of the Galaxy and
we speculate that this may be a large region of diffuse dust rather
than a single cloud. Although definitely fainter and very poorly
constrained, we cannot exclude that the tentative rings detected at
∼2.5 and ∼3 kpc also might be associated with the same large
Galactic structure. Instead, from the H2 profile, the bulk of the
density is located closer than 700 pc or between ∼1 and 3 kpc. The
dust layers of rings 1–4 could be associated with the first bunch of
material, while the dust layer detected at ∼1.5 kpc to the second one.
In addition, we note that the Galactic micro-quasar V404 Cyg (at
RA, Dec = (315.◦30, 42.◦22)) is about 11◦ far from GRB 160623A,
and the line of sight towards both sources intersects the Orion Spur.
In 2015, after a bright outburst, five expanding rings were observed
around V404 Cyg (Beardmore et al. 2016; Heinz et al. 2016) and
the corresponding dust layers located at distances of ∼1200, 1500,
1600, 2050 and 2100 pc. We can tentatively associate the dust layers
at ∼1500 and 1600 pc found for V404 Cyg with the one responsible
for ring 5 in this work, but, considering the elongated structure of
the Orion spur and that 11◦ at distances between 500 and 2000 pc
correspond to a separation ranging from ∼100 to ∼400 pc, we do not
expect a close correspondence between the clouds detected along
these relatively distant lines of sight.

Figure 10. Pan-STARSS 1 extinction maps along the line of sight of GRB 160623A (Galactic coordinates l = 84.2, b = −2,7). Each pixel in the map is
5 arcmin, for a total of 100 × 100 pixels, and the red circle represents the XMM–Newton field of view. The maps are evaluated at the distances found for the
rings: the largest extinction is placed in the range 630–790 pc, i.e. at the position of ring 3, which is also the one with the highest column density.
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Finally, the Pan-STARSS 1 survey provides a three-dimensional
picture of the interstellar reddening (E(B − V)), over 3/4 of the sky
out to a distance of several kpc (Green et al. 2015). We investigated
the extinction in a region of 500 arcmin ×500 arcmin around the di-
rection of GRB 160623A, by examining the maps for various ranges
of distances centred at the values derived for the dust layers (see
Fig. 10). The maps show that the distribution of the Galactic medium
in this direction is complex, with filaments and asymmetries. High
levels of extinction are seen at distances of 500, 500–630, 630–790
and 790–1000 pc, while at larger distances the extinction is weaker.
In particular, we note that the largest extinction is in the range 630–
790 pc, i.e. around the distance of the dust layer of ring 3, which is
the one with the highest column density. This demonstrates that the
two approaches provide similar results, further corroborating the
analysis presented here. However, we highlight that our approach
in this specific case can be more powerful. In fact, the Pan-STARSS
1 extinction map is strongly dependent on the existence of known
stars at the different distances. Instead we just need to know the
expansion law of the dust-scattering rings, allowing us to map the
Galaxy with an extremely high resolution. Finally, we note that in
this work we assumed isotropy for the dust layers. This does not
change the derived distances but affects the values of the column
densities of the dust layers. Although beyond the scope of this pa-
per, we found possible hints of azimuthal asymmetry in the rings,
due to more dust in particular towards the direction of the Galactic
plane (right-hand side in Fig. 1). This would be, again, consistent
with the extinction maps of the Pan-STARSS 1 survey. However,
we note that the constraints on the azimuthal asymmetry are very
weak and no robust claim can be made.
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